Resolving Litter Box Issues
Litter box misuse can develop as a result of a variety of issues including conflict between multiple
cats, medical conditions, or a cat’s dislike for the litter box, its location, or the litter itself.
Unfortunately, once a cat avoids her litter box for any reason, her avoidance can become a habit if
she develops a surface or location preference for elimination. The best approach to dealing with
these problems is to prevent them before they happen by making your cat’s litter boxes as
appealing as possible. If your cat has developed litter box issues there are some simple steps to
follow to resolve the misuse.

The First Steps








Visit your veterinarian – Whether your cat has eliminated out of her box once or every day
for a few months, it is important to rule out any medical cause for the behavior. Urinary
tract infections, crystals in the urine, and other conditions can cause a cat to eliminate
outside of the litter box due to pain or difficulty controlling her bladder. No amount of
behavior modification or changes to the litter box will solve the problem if your cat has an
underlying medical issue. Your veterinarian will need to perform an exam as well as obtain a
urine sample to perform urinalysis to rule out any medical reasons for your cat’s behavior.
Assess the cleaning routine – No one, cats included, likes a dirty toilet. As a general rule,
each cat should have their own litter box and in homes with more than three cats, there
should be an additional box. Litter boxes should be scooped daily and all litter should be
dumped and refreshed, and the box itself cleaned weekly. Unscented clumping litter tends
to be the preference among most cats but consider experimenting with litter type if your cat
has developed litter box issues.
Consider the box – When choosing a location for your litter box consider how far it is from
where your cat spends most of her time, noises and traffic in the area, and strong scents or
scary machinery (such as the washing machine or dishwasher) that may make your cat avoid
the area. Also, look at the size and shape of your box compared to the size of your cat.
Experiment with the box by placing two boxes side by side with one variable different. For
example, one that is covered, and one that is not. One with unscented clumping litter and
one with biodegradable litter. There are many factors that can influence a cat’s litter box
preferences but she will show you what she likes and dislikes through use.
Clean soiled areas – Cats’ sense of smell is far greater than ours. Your cat can detect even
the faintest trace of urine. Typical carpet cleaners do not completely eliminate pet stains.
Be sure to use an enzyme-based pet stain cleaner to completely break down and neutralize

the organic material. Keep these products on hand so that you can clean a mess as soon as
it happens. Enzyme-based, pet-specific cleaners can be found at most pet stores. Some
varieties may even contain deterrents to help reduce the likelihood of your cat resoiling an
area.

More Help






Isolation – When a cat first avoids the box for any reason she may find a new surface or area
that she prefers over the litter box. It is possible to re-train a cat to use her box. Isolate her
to one room (a bathroom works well) without access to the surface she has chosen as an
alternative elimination location. Provide her with her scratching post, bed, food and water,
toys and litter box in this room. Keep the litter box very clean and experiment with the box
itself to determine her preferences. Usually, once a cat has consistently used her box in this
space for a few weeks you can slowly provide access to the rest of the house. Keep in mind
that if your final litter box location is outside of the isolation room, you want to add a second
box to the new location and see that she uses it before removing the first box. Otherwise
she may return to her previous inappropriate elimination spot. Help your cat succeed by
limiting access to what she eliminated on in the past whether that is laundry on the floor,
blankets, or a certain chair.
Products – An enzyme-based cleaner for pet stains is a must when dealing with litter box
misuse. However, there are other products that can deter a cat from eliminating in a certain
area or help to combat stress that is leading to the inappropriate elimination. Some of these
products include Feliway spay and diffusers, Sentry calming collars and sprays, and Nature’s
Miracle deterrent products and calming spray.
Special considerations for declawed cats - Declawing is a surgery that involves amputation
of the end of a cat’s toes and can sometimes lead to discomfort when scratching. If you
have a declawed cat who is not always using her litter box try experimenting with litter type
and depth. There are a variety of litters available today made of different materials. Look
for a litter that is “soft” with even-shaped pieces. You may opt to line your litter box with
newspaper and a small amount of litter and refresh it after each use. Texture can be the
most important factor when resolving litter box issues of declawed cats. Coarse gravel
simply doesn’t feel good on declawed paws.

We Can Help! The Training and Behavior Department at the Humane Society of Western Montana has a
variety of resources available to help you and your pets live in harmony! The Humane Society has several
dog trainers and a behaviorist on staff to provide affordable group and private training lessons and free
behavior consultations.
 Contact Jean, our Behaviorist for a free pet behavior consultation by emailing
behavior@myhswm.org or calling the Behavior Helpline at (406) 549-9295.
 Contact Mariah, a Certified Professional Dog Trainer, to inquire about private lessons or a group
training class. Email outreach@myhswm.org or call (406) 549-HSWM.
 Check out our website at www.myhswm.org for a complete listing of dog classes, rates and
additional information.
5930 Highway 93 South Missoula, MT 59804
www.myHSWM.org
406-549-4796 or 406-549-3934

